Rawworks: Your partner of expertise in Microsoft Cloud environments
Rawworks is able to support you in taking the (further) steps do a modern and business driven IT
environment. We recognize four steps in this process:
•
•
•
•

Architect
Build
Implement
Maintain

Architect
This phase starts with interviews and roadmap sessions with stakeholders in your organisation. We
will guide you in defining an IT roadmap towards Microsoft Cloud. The goal of these sessions is to
work on an business plan, focussed on creating more value of IT for your business.
We will investigate your current environment to define strengths, weaknesses and gaps. We’ll look
into the life cycle of hardware and contracts for support. The applications and processes will be
checked to see if they can be adapted to a more efficient implementation in the cloud. An advise for
legacy systems which can’t be migrated to a ‘as-a-service’ solution is also part of the architecting
phase. The entire environment will be analysed from workplace towards your servers and
applications.
The goal of the architect phase is to define a roadmap and plan of approach for the next steps in
helping your organisation towards a better and more efficient IT environment.
Build
Right after your organisations approval of the roadmap and plan of approach we will start the
implementation of the necessary services in the Microsoft Cloud. Rawworks can do this for your
organisation or teamed up with your IT department. A test plan will be set up in order to test the
services build from workplace to servers and applications.
The goal of the build phase is to create and test a functional environment in Microsoft Cloud to
which we can migrate your organisations IT environment

Implement
After building the Microsoft Cloud environment needed for the migrations in the build phase we will
start migrating the existing IT environment. We will start with creating an implementation plan for
which we consult strategic stakeholders in your company. The implementation plan will consist of
the migration steps, rollback plan and milestones for a successful migration/implementation.
This implementation plan will then be implemented in stages and can be performed by Rawworks or
teamed up with your IT department.
The goal of the implementation phase is to migrate your existing IT environment to the more
efficient, reliable and customer friendly cloud first IT environment.

Maintain

The maintenance phase is were your cloud first IT environment is ready and steady and fully
functional. Rawworks can manage your cloud environment or parts of it for your organisation. It
consists of operational, capacity, performance and lifecycle management. We are here to help you in
your daily IT operations needs.
Every 3 months we will review the environment during a roadmap session with the strategic
stakeholders. The goal of this session is to check if the environment needs adaptions or changes to
keep in track with your organisations business needs. If legacy systems still exist in your organisation
we will challenge them again during these roadmap sessions as new Microsoft Cloud services might
bring a new opportunity to migrate them at this point.
The continues goal of this phase is to keep your environment performing at peak performance and
keep costs in check.

